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TEACHING GRAMMAR
THROUGHUGH GAMESGAJIES
by doweduanedomeduwe hurst

in teachingthaiteaching thaithal to native english speak-
ers

in one row about six feet fromftomatom a blackboard
for the past two years I1 have become which is equipped with two erasers and at

aware of various difficulties which a second least two sticks of chalk draw a line down
language presents one prevalent problem the center of the board
is getting students to avoid injection of at the top of the board write one gram-

maticalenglish grammar into the thai I1 also pattern and write a different pattern
notice a similar obstacle is experienced by on the other side of the board patterns
the thais learning english should be abbreviated with symbols which

since the challenge has and still does are familiar to the students for example
exist I1 offer several exercises which though
they may be classified as games are designed T S 0 V
to stimulate individual confidence and initia-
tive

an example of this sentence pattern would
by a means of student evaluation and be

most important aid in rapid accurate use of wannimrfni pphomoindinorn thtaana nnan1 sivearsivpar
v
sab parodaparod10&

grammatical patterns of a second language
first I1 willwilli list and explain the thai today I1 eat pineapple

games fI1 use these will be followed by a
section dealing with modification of the example
games principle to suit english patterns SVOA

one cardinal rule must be observed
grammar patterns must be taught before khawkhakafkbawkhfaw tha nseparod&nsabasab parod sas1

he ate a green pineapple
duane hurst senior BATESL major I1

at CCH has taught thai and english once the instructor has written the two
classes during the past two years separate patterns on the board he calls a

student from each team to write a sentence
any variation of the games are played following the pattern on his side of the

A few ingredients are essential in pro-
ducing

board A limited lexicon is desired this
an enjoyable and beneficial learning

experience they include
I11 syntax or the grammatical patterns to

be taught
2 teams or players variations but never

more than four per team T time today now next month etc
3 points 5 if correct 1 I1 if wrong or not S subject 1I1 boy he book etc

attempted may vary V verb speak eat walk grab etc
4 time start at 25 seconds and decrease 0 object pineapple ball english

to 101510 15 seconds per patternsentencepattern sentence him etc
5 material blank cards for writing down A adjective delicious large white

patterns a blackboard and chalk for torn etc
agroup games thai has five tones arrow indicates

6 purpose to stimulate rapid thinking pitch mid low falling N high
and correct sentence building in the and risingdwrising dw actually there are two
target language and become familiar allotonesallotones in high position the
with the new grammar without re-
verting

high or and a high rising 0 theto native styles oo00 is found only with short focoidsvocoidsvocoids
writing practice whereas the is found only with long
intended for evaluating and strengthening a held sound vocoidsfocoidsvocoids examples
mastery of two or more grammatical pat-
terns

400100 pama00.00
haynay a question particle may 7
woodtearnsofteams of 2 or 3 students per team are seated
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should be given before the beginning of the b present new patterns once the students
game students are told that they have 25 can manipulate the first
seconds in which to complete the pattern example
sentence all sentences must follow the
given pattern be spelled correctly and turn 1 team A team B

include the proper tonalsymbolstonaltonai symbols timing
starts as soon as students are called SSVOAV 0 A TTSVOS V 0

1I have been using this game for three
months with groups of students and in turn 2 team A team B

each case observe that every student com-
plains that 25 seconds is not enough time TTSVS V SSAVOA V 0
to complete a pattern sentence however
after only three or four team turns each turn 3 team A team B
student is able to accomplish a complete
and correct sentence within this time limit SVOAT TSVO
the time limit is reduced to 15 seconds per
pattern after about five minutes of play C a thai question particle such as may
students become extremely conscious of or dadayy maymy
this time limitation

I1 have found thanthatthat c combine both a and b
1 students adjust to the time element with-
in minutes one reason is because I1 imerelymerely turn 1 team A team B
smile at their complaints and keep the game
going they realize the only way to beat the SVO TSV
other team and the clock too is to think and
work not only faster but also correctly turn 2 team B team A

2 understanding of thai patterns becomes
well founded in one session and students SAVOA SVOT
are confident in using the patterns outside
the classroom exposure to and re exposure turn 3 team A team B

to thai patterns soon replaces initial
attempts to incorporate english patterns SAVOA SVOT
into the new language

in addition a substitute lexicon may be usedand3 students gain greater speed adapt-
ability with continued practice 6 giving points to the teams increases

interest in the game I1 give five points if the
4 students studying by ofenjoy means sentence follows the given pattern isis cor-

rectlythis and other pattern learning games pre-
vious spelled and contains all the right

to these new activities the students tonal symbols if even one error is made the
were frequently drowsy since the class

whole sentence is considered wrong the
period was just after lunch and during the reason for this is that one wrong tone or
hottest time of the day since the use of pronunciation can create a completely dif-

ferentthese games they remain alert as they meaningactively participate
5 the game becomes dull with repetition examples
to avoid this a few unexpected twists are khkawaw yu glayoakdakday ban ppomapom7pomyoeioelowl
suggested
a unpredictably alternate sides of the board intended he lives near my home
which team member use such as 10khakaww yu glay bazebalebaiphom7phom

turn 1 team A team B
one mistake he lives far from my home

SVOASVGA TSVO
the team receives a minus point if no answer

turn 21 team B teaniateanioteam A or only a fragment is given this way
students are encouraged to atleastatleaseat least try to

SVOASVGA TSVO produce a sentence
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adjusting for a large class a tournament oral exercises require less time than writ-

ingmay be organized with several groups allot 15 seconds per turn for the first
operating simultaneously five minutes the students will adjust to the
oral production pace and after five minutes answers should

be required within 10 seconds
the purpose of this oral exercise is to five points are given if the answer is

condition students to grammatical patterns correct in pronunciation tones and transla-
tionin the second language the student must of idea A minus point is given if an

answer rapidly this necessitates thinking in error is made or if the team fails to answer
the second language a reflection of learned there are no passed questions
patterns if team A fails to answer correctly team

teams of two to four students each are B can answer and scores 3 points if correctly
seated in a semicirclesemi circle as shown answered and a minus 2 if wrong no penal-

ty is given if a team chooses not to use the
A second answer option

team A Aj A team B the following variations of written and

A x 0 oral games may be used for both large and
instructor small classes with instructor supervision

the instructor has a list of sentences which writing practice
comdlvcomolvcomoli with one specific sentence pattern 1 two persons dyad

different patterns can be taught or re-
viewed

a both will write 5 patterns on cards
if there is time a desire to do so or one pattern per card one or more

if students show a firm grasp of mastering patterns may be reviewed shuffle
the pattern the pattern to be used is the cards to avoid boredom
explained before the game begins with b one student flashes a pattern the
advanced students no explanation is nec-
essary

other has 15 seconds to write a sen-
tence based on the revealed pattern

A question is read in english and then a c other patterns may be added as time
student is called to give the thai pattern allows or as student ability dictates
equivalent careful selection of the lexicon d points 5 if correct 2 if wrong
is necessary so that sentences include only 2 individual testing
words which students have been taught the student will make a set of 20

the team may act as a panel in discussing grammatical pattern cards some should
among themselves what the correct answer be duplicates shuffle them and write a
is however since time is severely limited sentence based on the pattern within 15
it is unlikely much discussion will occur seconds
the team member who receives the directed oral production
question must answer even if other team 1 two persons dyad
mates supplied the answer to him a both will list 5 sentences for each

two examples of confusing sentence pat-
terns

desired pattern to be reviewed
are b one student will read an english sen-

tencenoun parapar7pari N N A the other will answer correctly
within 10 seconds tones andpredicate nominominativenominativnativ predicateepredicate adjective pronun-
ciation are important

ohip oniom patputpacpan khoekhomkn pomphah0& di c pattern changes are announced before
giving the accompanying sentence ad-
vanced

I1 am a person I1 am good
students not warned aboutarethe word lp9n1pan determines whether the ofpattern is a predicate nominative or ad-

jective

change patterns
nomrnativenominativeW d points 5 if correct 2 if wrongjective if a student said ppomprildi7itit 2 individual testingwould have no meaning ph knpm

khon the student will have a set of 20 sen-
tences

would make a noun become an
adjective which would also have no meaning which may follow one or more

patterns sentences are on cards thethese two often topatterns are confusing cards are shuffled and he has 10 secondsnative english speakers however my stu-
dents to translate answers are ontheantheon the back ofafter playing the pattern games use each card
them correctly if the instructor elects to use the dyads he
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will be free to wander around the room
listening to each couple this will also serve Fas a means of evaluation students should
change companions after 10 minutes of
review thus avoiding boredom and becoming TESL REPORTER
used to the same companion T

these activities are adaptable to learning A quarterly publication of the englishlanguage listed fewany are a english language institute and the BATESLpatterns which may be taught by using these program of the church college of
games hawaii

teaching the use of definite and indefinite editor abiahiabealiceallceaiicece C pack

articles staff api hemi
michael foley

1 rules follow those of the thai games as
concerning teams time points and pro-
cedure

william gallagher
carol gutzeit

2 several patterns ID indefinite article
DA definite article wh a WH form articles relevant to teaching english
question as a second language iiiin hawaii the

south pacific and asia may besubbedubbe sub-
mittedID S V DA 0 T DA S V IDld 00 mietedtted to the editor through box 157

A boy ate the orange yesterday the the church college of hawaii 96762
girl saw an orange Wmanuscripts should be double spaced

and typed not exceeding six pages
wh V DA 0 wh V ID 0
who saw the hat why eat a cookie

ID A S V DA 0 DA S V DA A 0
an old hat struck the the horse kicked
lady the small boy

shorter patterns for beginners

ID S V DA S V
A man walks the dog barked

DA S V T T ID S V
the girl came today friday a friend

smiled

for testing purposes a clozealoze test may
be given as a follow up exercise on any pat-
tern taught

obviously I1 have only scratched the
surface of the in teachpattern possibilities teachinging
english patterns using verb tenses pluralurpluralsalsais
possession questions etc be taughtmay
focusing on any area where students have
difficulty

I1 challenge teachers to test these activities
I1 find them successful

see clozealoze testing and procedure TESL
REPORTER vav0volvoi1 6 no 2 p 12 winter
1974




